
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY by Petre Andrei „Alexandru Ioan Cuza" University Press,  Iaşi, 2010, 396 pages Alexandru Ovidiu Bufnilă[1] On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of its foundation, the „Alexandru Ioan Cuza" University in Iaşi published works that were representative for each faculty, including them in the EXCELLENTIA-150 Collection, honoring thus the personalities of the Iaşi University scene. The work discussed here was coordinated by Associate Professor Dumitru Stan, PhD, who wrote an introductory study concerning the life and activity of Petre Andrei, whom he dubbed „the ultimate intellectual model of Iaşi sociology".  The introductory study reviews the author's life, highlighting its most significant moments. It includes a relevant chronology, relevant sources concerning the excellence status, an analysis of that privileged part of Petre Andrei's work – the sociology of culture –, a culturalist-moderate synthesis of his sociology, and conclusions. The book „Sociologie Generală" („General Sociology"), first published in 1936, has two parts: Theory and method and The essence and 
structure of society.  

Part one introduces the reader to the field of sociology through the first two chapters, „Sociology as a science" and „What is sociology". The first chapter shows that sociology is a relatively new science by comparison with the other, established sciences (p. 64). Sociology used to be bundled together with metaphysical philosophy, considered a sort 
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of transcendental logic applied to the social group, often associated with descriptive psychology, without being considered a rigorous science, worthy of being included in the table of established sciences (p. 70). Three points of view supported the idea that sociology was not a complete science: 1. sociology is not a science because it does not have its own research object, 2. it does not have scientific investigation methods, and 3. it cannot formulate laws (p. 71).  Some thinkers believed that sociology could take its place amongst special social sciences provide that it became a sort of social episte-mology. However, the author believed that „sociology does not formu-late practical ideals towards which reality should aspire, instead attempting to explain the existing social phenomena" (p. 87).  In Chapter II, „What is sociology", Petre Andrei reviews sociological mechanicism, sociological nominalism and realism, the universal socio-logical conception, French objectivist sociology, formalist sociology, the concept of relationism, Max Weber's concept of sociology and, last but not least, the features of sociology as a science, as well as its divisions. Society is the most complex form in which nature manifests itself, as between all the stages of reality there exists a relation of continuity  (p. 104). Sociological mechanicism makes a mistake in considering the continuity of natural phenomena as a sign of their being identical, neglecting the fundamental differences that exist between them, as well as the additional features each of them has by comparison to other classes of phenomena (p. 108). In Max Weber's view, sociology does have its own object, that being social action, which gives birth to collectivities and social complexes, and even to a whole culture (p.132).  
Chapter III analyses the relation between sociology and other scien-ces such as history, psychology, epistemology and pedagogy. Historical phenomena are so closely tied to particular social groups, that they can only be studied together with the society itself, and the meaning is truly social. Undoubtedly, sociology has strong ties with psychology, it cannot be separated from the latter, because social phenomena are nothing else but objectivised and concretised spirit. Social acts take on a special 
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character, which cannot be explained using the laws of common psychology; moreover, they occur with a stringency that is directly opposite to the subjective variability of the human soul (p. 168). Sociology cannot neglect what unites or separates people, instead it must take into account the individuals' souls, recognizing their role in the transformation of society (p.181). Society imposes certain representations, which the child learns and believes, even establishing relations between them according to the model indicated by the family, school etc. This is why the author says that „the thinking part of an individual is not himself, but instead the social community. The source of thinking is not inside him, but instead in the social environment he lives in, in the social atmosphere in which he breathes and he cannot think another way but the way the influences of his social environment cause him to think" (p. 194). In the last subchapter of Part One, Petre Andrei presents two concepts: pedagogical sociology and sociological pedagogy. Pedagogical sociology is „a sociological view of education", that is the sociological study of education, of its forms and of its goals, whereas sociological pedagogy is first and foremost pedagogy, dealing with he means of education and integrating them in social life (p. 209). 
Chapter IV, 'The methodology of sociology" gives details on the methodology of inquiries and monographs, the statistic approach and the comparison method. Durkheim stressed the need for a positive, unitary method in approaching social phenomena. The sociologist must view social acts as „things whose nature, no matter how supple and malleable, cannot, however, change according to will" (p. 219). A monograph deals with just one issue or problem, but it approaches them from all points of view and under all their aspects, viewing them in their intrinsic connection. Monographs must conform to several rules and have certain characteristics. Sociological monographs must aim to look at the social group or phenomenon it deals with from all points of view and in relation to the social whole (p.232). The statistic approach is mainly descriptive, as it presents qualitatively, in numbers, the occurring phenomena. It is true that it can also have a typological 
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character, particularly when it selects from a mass of acts only those that are representative and typical (p. 237). This method is necessary to sociology in order to research reality, although oftentimes statistics do not say much, because they have a major flaw: they only show the exterior, objective and material side of phenomena, never their spirit or the teleological need that causes them (p. 239).  In the four chapters of Part Two of the book, „The essence and structure of society", professor Andrei discusses „what is society: its nature and essence", „the factors and conditions of social life", „the genesis of social life" and „the structure and evolution of society". In the first chapter, the author explains the theory of organicism, the theory of contractual organicism, the economic theory of society, the psychological theory of society and the social act. As a rule, organicist sociologists have found similarities in the relations between inferior functions and phenomena, some going even farther than these analogies and considering them identical, neglecting the specific aspects of a society (p. 256). Whereas organicism in both its forms wishes to determine the nature of society through its entire structure and through the totality of its functions – which is one of its merits and explains why it is so widespread in sociological thought –, sociology has also known theories that, in contradiction with totalitarian organicism, attempt to explain society using only one of the social functions, which they believe to be fundamental due to the structure of society, considering the rest as being secondary, either deriving from the former or being reducible to it (p. 258). Asserting the psychological nature of society and explaining it through a purely psychological mechanism is the essence of the psychological theory of society. This approach explains society in two ways, either starting from the idea that it is a product of individual psychology, or by stating that it is a psychological whole, going beyond the individual (p. 270). Social acts interest the collectivity from which social life results. The features of a social act are: finality, constrain in relation to the individual, 
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simultaneous externality and internality in relation to the individual's consciousness (p. 287). 
Chapter II, „The factors and conditions of social life", deals with social conscience, tradition and solidarity, authority, sociography, anthropo-sociology and the issue of race. For some sociologists, social conscience is a fundamental fact, in the absence of which there can be no society; for others, it is a vague notion, with no correspondent in reality, causing only trouble and hindering proper scientific research (p. 290). Social conscience cannot be seen only as a constraining conscience imposed by society on us, but also as a harmonisation of our goals and interests with the others' (p. 297). The anthropologists and the theorists who have dealt with various aspects of the race issue fall into two categories: those concerned with the somatic features of race, the bioanthropo-logists, and those dealing with the noological features, with the inner aspect of race – noological anthropologists (p.353).  In Chapter III, „The genesis of social life and its forms", Petre Andrei focuses on the question 'What is nation?". The answer he offers is that „nation is a community in a continuous genesis, it is not something made once and for ever and has no temporal limits, nor boundaries it cannot transcend" (p. 367). The nation has a durable character, like all other communities of this kind, and is the most appropriate instrument for the creation of human culture, expressing both the spiritual force and the specific character of each large social group (p. 372).  
Chapter IV analyses the issue of social classes, evolution and revolu-tion. The issue of social classes has been a concern for the great majo-rity of sociologists and politicians, irrespective of their practical attitude, as all of them have noticed the existence of social groups with different lifestyles and often with opposing interests within the same society. Some of the typical, fundamental theories concerning social classes are: the naturalist-biological approach, another psychology, the economic theory and the sociological theory (p. 375). Social classes vary together with the structure of society and have different aspects, according to circumstances (p. 392). Through evolution or revolution, 
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the human needs, desires and interests change relationships between individuals, constantly create other forms of institutions, change the balance between them and the social structure, constantly giving rise to new types of society (p. 408). The book presented above is a masterpiece of the genre, worth reading both by those interested in the area of social sciences and especially in sociology, as well as by those unfamiliar with the field, because it may change their perspective on society and the actions or interactions of the members of the group the readers belong to.    




